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Preface

Years ago Jon brought me the roughs for The Trouble with Christians. 
From the first reading i knew he was onto something special. arguments 
ensued over the fresh interpretations Jon brought to the teachings of Jesus. 
Yes, some of it was hard to swallow and less than easy to digest. however, 
the work was always compelling and kept me coming back for more.

i recall many mornings driving to work and talking to Jon via the 
cell-phone about some point i discovered in the previous night’s reading. 
The back and forth was stimulating and eventually we agreed that it would 
be advantageous for me to assist with editing. What did i get myself into! 
so here it is, years later, and we both made some compromises. and, that’s 
pretty good considering we both like to get our own way. The teaching is 
all Jon from his understanding of the holy scriptures. My contribution was 
with style and editing. i may not agree 100 percent with everything in this 
volume, but the interpretation of what Jesus taught is (in my opinion) right 
on the money. i am proud and honored to have a part in this book. enjoy.

Gregg hakalmazian
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Introduction

imagine for a moment that you’ve been diagnosed with a terminal dis-
ease. You have young children and they quickly become your primary focus. 
You can’t save yourself but you would love to do anything within your power 
to help them live a wiser, more abundant life even though you won’t be 
around to offer daily advice. how would you best help them?

i imagine i would videotape a message. in the old days, before video, i 
would have written the message down and left a copy for each child. either 
way, i would use words that the children would have understood at that 
early stage in their lives, while also attempting to impart concepts that they 
might not fully grasp until they had gained sufficient maturity and life ex-
perience to do so. in this way the words would have remained the same but 
their meanings would blossom along with the child.

This is exactly the scenario Jesus faced as he readied to speak the 
sermon on the Mount. his terminal illness was our sin. Yet his love and 
concern for us overrode any concern he had for himself. Videotape wasn’t 
available to him in the fullness of time and he didn’t choose to write down 
anything we know of other than a line in the dirt. Yet he had Matthew, faith-
ful Matthew, and that was enough.

Jesus used words a child could understand and so we have always un-
derstood the sermon, at least the broad gist of it. but over the ensuing two 
thousand years Jesus hasn’t been passively watching. he has been changing 
us, growing us; making us capable of greater understanding. When he spoke 
the words of the sermon, altruistic agape love was little more than a glim-
mer in his eye. now the whole world understands agape to a certain extent, 
even unbelievers.

but with our greater maturity comes a greater awareness of the con-
cepts Jesus left for us. his words may have been the equivalent of “share 
with others” and “listen to your elders” but if we link his instructions in 
our minds, something greater emerges. something like the idea that we 
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must interact well with the people around us. The purpose of this book is to 
explore those linkages and the newer understanding that blossoms once we 
acknowledge that such links exist.

There is no doubt that they exist. Jesus used rhetorical devices to clue 
us in. he begins all his introductory remarks with Blessed are. The sermon 
proper begins with phrases that begin you are the. The longest extended 
section is coalesced around You have heard it said (but I say to you) and the 
final subject is Jesus’ various thoughts on judgment.

To look at the sermon as an interconnected unity is, for some reason, 
radical and new. The present consensus instead sees the book of Matthew 
as a collection of aphorisms preserved by the “Matthean community.” The 
idea of community traditions solves some of the discrepancies between the 
synoptics but i think the solution comes at too high a price. The sermon is 
less than we have imagined it to be if it is only an accumulation of memo-
rable sayings.

The internal cohesion evident in the sermon should change our view. 
if it hasn’t been noticed or grasped previously, then we can hardly attribute 
it to clever editing by a more primitive community. it can only be accidental 
or Divine and i would be hard pressed to differentiate between the two.

The internal cohesion demands we view the words in their fuller con-
text and the fuller context changes the meaning of the individual verses. 
Jesus wasn’t only telling us lust is bad and then teaching that divorce is bad, 
he is showing us lust may lead to divorce. The words of Jesus become more 
profound when we can appreciate the profundity with which he has com-
municated to us in this sermon.

a finer appreciation – and therefore a finer grasp – is the goal of this 
book. The trouble with Christians is not that we don’t attempt to implement 
what we’ve been taught, it’s that we haven’t yet been taught properly. We 
haven’t been taught properly because we’ve underestimated Jesus and his 
skills as a communicator, and because we’ve misunderstood the love with 
which he spoke. i hope this book is the beginning of a sustained attempt to 
rectify those shortcomings.
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The Verse

i had a single verse of scripture running through my mind for a long time. 
one verse. instinctively rather than intellectually, i knew it was important. 
Jesus expressed it as a command and promised consequences if we didn’t 
obey. Yet i wasn’t sure what it meant.

if this had been the bible’s only pronouncement on the subject i 
wouldn’t have hesitated to obey, but it wasn’t. Paul wrote extensively on the 
same subject and seemed to give contradictory advice. Various old Testa-
ment writers did the same. The apparent conflict was a dilemma. Whose 
directives should i follow? on one side was Jesus (and he offered the same 
command in more than one way) and on the other side appeared to be a 
preponderance of biblical evidence. What didn’t i understand?

i looked for clarification. The authors of the commentaries i consulted 
didn’t have the same difficulties with the verse that i was having. They simply 
didn’t take Jesus’ words at face value. in fact, there was a consensus among 
them that Jesus meant the opposite of what he said! if they were right, their 
interpretation would not have been disturbing in and of itself. We often 
modify our understanding of a passage once we allow for hermeneutics or 
cultural context, and that’s exactly what they did.

however, when we alter the meaning of these particular words, it 
causes huge relational problems with our unbelieving friends. They also 
know these words and who said them, and (unlike the commentators) have 
no qualms about interpreting them literally. it’s true; there is a bible verse 
that most unbelievers know. The words are from Matthew 7:1.

Do not judge.
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atheists, nominal Christians and anti-theists all see Christianity’s 
proclivity for judgment and can’t understand why we ignore this elemental 
command from the man we say we follow. read any rant against our faith, 
and you are likely to find reference to do not judge. Pastor erwin lutzer of 
Moody Church said on his daily radio program that it is the bible’s most 
quoted phrase.

Perhaps unbelievers quote do not judge because it dovetails nicely with 
society’s postmodern worldview. Postmodernism postulates that no one has 
access to absolute Truth, so no one has the moral authority to declare his 
or her version of the truth to be truer than any other version of the truth. 
What is true for you may not be true for me. in this philosophy, do not 
judge becomes a prime modifier rather than a moral imperative. When they 
interpret do not judge literally, it leads to (shudder) tolerance.

Tolerance has become an anathema within conservative Christian 
circles, and thought to be responsible for all sorts of evils. Could tolerance 
really be what Jesus meant? Postmodernists love that Jesus said do not judge 
because they interpret it in a way that allows them to ignore Jesus.

Many Christians look at the world’s interpretation of do not judge with 
horror. They have determined that the simple and literal interpretation must 
be incorrect. The conservative Christian’s fear of humanist relativism and 
the anti-Christian agenda it provokes is the basis for this rejection. none of 
us can imagine that Jesus would suggest that we not witness. Didn’t he give 
us the Great Commission?

The commentaries give us a way out. They remind us that do not judge 
is not a solitary command, but part of a larger passage. Commentators point 
to the word measure in the next verse and say it is a modifier. They say Jesus 
means we can judge as long as we use the proper measure. by this logic, do 
not judge becomes do judge, but judge carefully.

Do not judge, or you too will be judged.
For in the same way you judge others, you will be judged,
and with the measure you use, it will be measured to you. (Matt 7:1–2)

not all Christians buy into the proper measure of judgment argument. 
We seem to fall into one of two camps. some insist “if Jesus said it, i’m going 
to follow it. i try not to judge anybody.” others understand we are known 
and influenced by the company we keep. They can point to the example of 
Paul telling the believers at Corinth to not even eat with backslidden Chris-
tians. We have become so afraid of being of the world that we strive to be 
separate from it. in order to do this properly, we believe we must judge.

a more recent view suggests that Jesus was in the midst of a teaching 
on hypocrisy and so the command applies only to hypocrites. This rationale 
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falls flat because of our love of absolutes. if we believe (and we do) that 
anyone who commits a sin is a sinner, then any sinner who judges the sin of 
another is by definition a hypocrite. however, this argument is unnecessary 
because the underlying assumption is flawed. even a cursory look at the 
passage in context shows that hypocrisy is not the main topic, judgment is. 
Go ahead and read it again, i’ll wait. hypocrisy is mentioned as a support-
ing point, not vice versa. Jesus wants us to know we are hypocrites if we 
judge, not that we can judge unless we are hypocrites.

understanding Jesus’ words is critical. if we become like the world, we 
can no longer be salt and light. Yet if we judge when we shouldn’t, we erect 
walls that separate us from the very people we are commanded to reach. The 
external evidence seems to suggest we are building walls.

unbelievers look at Christians as judgmental hypocrites in astonish-
ingly large numbers. in a poll by The barna Group (a Christian polling 
organization) seven of every eight unbelievers under the age of thirty said 
judging is our defining characteristic. almost as many believe we are hypo-
crites. My guess is that older unbelievers would poll similarly.

since what the world believes about us affects the credibility of our 
witness, and since these three little words, do not judge, have become a prin-
cipal battleground; we must come to a proper understanding of what Jesus 
meant.

Do not judge is from the sermon on the Mount. The sermon is Jesus’ 
sustained teaching on how we should live as citizens of his earthly kingdom. 
in it, Jesus assumes that those not yet in the kingdom are observing us. he is 
fully aware of the effects of our actions on those around us. in other words, 
if we are to “be Jesus” to the world, this is how the one who is Jesus thinks 
we should do it. if he really means we shouldn’t judge, we had better pay 
attention.

so how can we know for sure? Postmodernists—and this includes post 
conservative Christians—would insist that we can’t; we bring too much of 
what we’ve been taught and too much cultural baggage to the interpretive 
process.

i sympathize but take a different view. Jesus was a master communica-
tor and his words are divine. These particular words describe reality as seen 
by the one who invented reality. They are plain and perfectly stated. if we 
had only the words of Matthew 7, we could come to an absolutely correct 
conclusion because of the logic Jesus utilizes to clarify his point. The words 
are self-contained; we don’t need to view them through the lens of the rest 
of scripture in order to develop a proper interpretation. but we will, because 
it is important to show the unity of the Word.
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if we acknowledge only three things: that Jesus is divine, that Jesus 
is describing reality, and that reality is logical, then the misinterpretations 
melt away. again, the commentaries hang on the word measure. They say it 
is a roman legal term for meting out the appropriate punishment for a par-
ticular infraction. We shouldn’t be too harsh but neither should we be too 
lenient. We shouldn’t sentence someone to death for coveting nor should we 
give a week’s house arrest for murder.

This is how do not judge gets to mean do judge, or more precisely, judge 
but judge appropriately. although an appropriate penalty seems more rea-
sonable than not judging at all, it doesn’t fit with the logic Jesus uses here. 
his impeccable logic is the key to understanding the passage. he doesn’t 
leave us to interpret as we wish. his rhetoric is clear.

First, Jesus gives us the command and then he immediately gives us 
a subordinate clause to help explain what he means. When he introduces 
the consequences of judging, the whole “appropriate measure of judgment” 
argument falls apart. This is evidenced by the if. . .then sequences Jesus sets 
up. If we judge others then we will be judged in the same way. look at it 
again. For in the same way you judge others, you too will be judged, and with 
the measure you use, it will be measured to you. If we use a certain measure, 
then that same measure will be applied to us.

our interpretation of judging with the correct measure breaks down 
if we consider the inverse of the consequences. in other words, we could only 
make the case for judging by proper measure if Jesus had made the com-
mand from the positive perspective of “Judge correctly because that’s the 
way you are going to be judged.” but he doesn’t. he accentuates the negative 
and adds the negative consequences.

Thus, if the commentators were correct, our God would be a terrible 
God indeed. because according to their interpretation of Jesus’ logic, if we 
measure judgment incorrectly, then judgment will be measured incorrectly 
to us. If we judge unjustly, then God will judge us unjustly. If we measure our 
judgment too severely, then God will punish us too severely.

are you buying into this? i can’t conceive of God judging us inappro-
priately. This negative logic followed to its absurd conclusion should clear 
up any misconceptions about the verse once and for all. This is the reason 
Jesus presents the consequences as naturally flowing from the act of judg-
ment. Appropriate judgment is certainly not what he had in mind. Jesus 
said, and means, “Do not judge, or you will be judged.” it is a warning, not 
advice about a proper measure of judgment.

if we can agree that God won’t judge us inappropriately or punish us 
too severely, we are still left to wonder exactly what do not judge does mean. 
Part of the reason many of us turn to Christ in the first place is to escape 
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judgment. We’ve been taught that the blood of Christ covers our sin. The 
idea is central to our expectation of standing before the Judge someday. i 
have always thought that we would stand before the Father and plead Jesus 
and Jesus only. This is not true. actually, we will stand before Jesus Christ 
himself to be judged.

For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ,
that each one may receive what is due him 
for the things done while in the body,
whether good or bad (2 Cor 5:10).

The things done while in the body, whether good or bad may not refer 
to sin or lack of sin according to some commentators. i’m inclined to agree. 
They say good or bad means useful for eternal purposes or worthless deeds. 
The Greek word translated as bad in this verse is most often translated as 
evil, but there is an understanding from many of the passages that instead 
suggests a meaning of a wrong outlook or a way of thinking that leads to bad 
results.

if this is the sense in which Jesus warns us that we will be judged, it 
is bad enough. it means that judging others is useless and can be harmful 
to our witness, with eternal consequences. it means we could hear, “in this 
case you have not done well as a good and faithful servant.” That would be 
judgment enough and crushing indeed. To stand before my lord and know 
i missed a chance to further the kingdom would be a sorrowful experience.

so how can we learn not to judge? how can we live our lives without 
judging? We judge all the time. it is a practical necessity. We wouldn’t get 
married on a first date or let a known murderer rent a room in our home. 
it is impossible to live successfully without good judgment. scripture warns 
us to be careful when selecting friends, when listening to advice and when 
planning our futures. Don’t all these require us to judge?

in my mind this was more than a conundrum; it was a paradox. Jesus 
commands us to not judge and the rest of the bible tells us we must judge. 
Good judgment is one of the innate skills God has created in all of us and 
one he desires we sharpen. What are the Proverbs but an attempt to impart 
greater skills of good judgment for better living?

inherent in the idea of using judgment is the tacit acknowledgment of 
our free will. adam and eve exercised terrible judgment. so has everyone 
since. bad judgment means bad choices. because God knows this, we are 
commanded to teach good judgment to those over whom we are given re-
sponsibility. one of the most important tasks we have as parents, teachers, 
and leaders, is to develop proper judgment in those we lead.
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i meditated on the conflicting biblical teachings about judging for a 
long time but i couldn’t reconcile the apparent discrepancies. i began to 
believe it was one of the mysteries we are so fond of as Christians, like Jesus 
being fully God and fully man or the Trinity being three yet one. if this 
was an antinomy, a paradox, a mystery that was beyond our ability to un-
derstand, then i should have been able to let it go and trust the lord. but i 
couldn’t because there was a difference.

The Godhead three in one was a cognitive dissonance i could embrace 
because it made no practical difference in the way i lived my life. i can exalt 
the God i am unable to fully understand and rest in the wondrous knowl-
edge that he fully understands me. but do not judge is different. a proper 
understanding of the passage should make a big difference in my everyday 
thoughts and actions. it hardly seemed fair that the command could be so 
vague.

i began to believe the bible was giving situational advice. Most of the 
time i needed to judge but in certain situations i would be judged for judg-
ing. but which were which? how could i know? This is where i was stuck 
for months, maybe years. i watched people around me exercise bad judg-
ment with disastrous consequences. i continued to be the victim of my own 
poor judgment. on the other hand, i watched people open chasms between 
themselves and others by judging them. some people would avoid others 
they thought were judgmental. others left the church. i even suspect many 
have left our local church because it wasn’t judgmental enough! and if this 
is what believers were doing to each other, what were we doing to seekers 
and casual unbelievers? That barna poll weighed heavily on my mind. if my 
observations were typical, then maybe our loss of influence in the world and 
the decline of Christianity itself were due to improper parsing of the texts.

Then one morning, the answer hit me like a thunderbolt. everything 
became clear in an instant. There was no paradox, no antinomy. The bible 
regained its unity. The conflict had only ever been in my mind.

The command to not judge was situational, but in exactly the opposite 
way i had believed. here’s how it works: we are to judge ourselves, con-
stantly and soberly, but we are not to judge anyone else unless God grants us 
leave to do so. brilliantly simple! naturally i missed it.

There is a difference between using good judgment and the judging 
that will get us judged. The words are the same but the concepts diverge. 
Teaching us to use good judgment is one of the major tasks of scripture. 
There is a way that leads to life and a way that leads to death and it is our 
responsibility to apply that principle to ourselves. That’s good judgment.

Judging others in the same way, however, is wrong. it is the responsi-
bility of others to judge themselves. Will God hold me responsible someday 
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for the sins someone else commits? of course not. Then why would i decide 
to take that responsibility upon myself? God tells us a day of judgment is 
coming. he is the Judge. We usurp his authority when we take the role of 
judge for ourselves.

This is the great-unwritten rule implied throughout the bible: we need 
to monitor our own thoughts and actions very carefully and not worry a 
single bit about the thoughts and actions of others. it is not our job.

except when it is.
There is one exception to do not judge, but because we don’t recognize 

it as an exception to the rule, it causes confusion. We can judge—no, we 
must judge—if God calls us to the task. and when he does, the call is un-
mistakable and indisputable.

When God calls us to judge, he doesn’t generally do so by a nebulous 
leading of the spirit. he knows we tilt toward the physical and tend to mis-
interpret the leading of the spirit. so when he calls us, the call is concrete, 
physical and more importantly, positional.

God sometimes calls us to a position of limited authority. Pastors, 
teachers, government officials and parents are called to exercise author-
ity according to scripture, and these are the people who must judge. They 
should judge only those God has given them authority over and only for the 
period he has granted that authority.

The difference between the judgment Jesus warns against and the 
judgment God calls us to carry out is easy to discern if we keep these au-
thority figures in mind. it comes down to whether or not God has placed us 
in a position of authority. in contrast, the judgment that will get us judged 
is executed from an assumed position of superiority or authority that we have 
not been granted by God. it’s simple; authorities must judge, the rest of us 
must not; this is the biblical pattern.

God ordained three institutions for the good of humanity: family, gov-
ernment, and the church in their various manifestations. These institutions 
have authority and authority figures, to teach good judgment and stave off 
chaos. Judging flows naturally from these positions because the authority is 
inherent in the role. Parents, pastors, civil leaders and teachers must judge.

in contrast, the judgment that Jesus says will get us judged is executed 
from an assumed position of superiority or authority that we have not been 
granted by God. We usurp God’s role when we think we are smart enough 
or moral enough to make a proper decision about someone else. The dis-
tinction is straightforward. how did i miss it for so long?

Jesus cautions us against peer judgment because he knows we are par-
ticularly prone to this way of thinking. in fact, we believe we are wise enough 
precisely because we have come closer to living according to his precepts. 
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We see society crumbling around us and know that life would be so much 
better if only others believed what we believe and did what we do. This feel-
ing of superiority comes from knowing the bible and being chosen by God. 
Yet didn’t the Jews Jesus was speaking to also feel superior because they 
knew the law? Did they not also believe they were God’s chosen people?

When Jesus says do not judge, he is implying a lot and some of it is in 
direct opposition to the views we hold as followers. Much of the sermon 
leading to Matthew 7:1 is an expository on who we really are and how we 
really think. Much of the sermon after the verse is an explanation of why we 
aren’t capable of the kind of judgment we are so prone to want to execute. 
Throughout the sermon Jesus is saying we aren’t really in the position of 
superiority compared to those we want to judge, we are only incrementally 
different.

We don’t have enough information to judge properly. We don’t know 
the thoughts, motivations, or experiences of those we would judge. We can’t 
understand the consequences of our judgment, either on earth or eternally. 
Most importantly, we aren’t morally justified enough to judge. our judg-
ment is flawed because we are imperfect creatures. instead of judging oth-
ers, we need to work on our own predilection to sin.

Proper judgment flows from relationship. We can judge in vertical 
relationships but not in horizontal relationships. We must not judge our 
peers (unless we’re appointed to a jury). When God grants the authority to 
judge, he also attaches additional responsibility and builds in restraints to 
compensate for our fallen natures. These restraints are missing in peer-to-
peer relationships because God doesn’t want us to judge our peers.

a civil judge has a mandate to judge. The title is the job description. a 
judge must judge or the job isn’t getting done. however, he must judge fairly, 
and only those brought before him. he shouldn’t judge his brother-in-law’s 
habit of dress or the way his neighbor spends her sundays. They are beyond 
the jurisdiction granted him.

if we are blessed with children, we are held responsible for them. it is a 
responsibility most of us cherish. When God grants the child, he grants the 
responsibility. once the child matures, our authority is removed (although 
our concern remains). We can’t ground our thirty-year-old son if his house 
is messy and neither can we ground his neighbor’s children. 

leaders hold power and sway. The kings of israel and Judah were 
judged more strenuously for their kingdom’s spiritual direction. The same 
will be true of our presidents and congressmen, our teachers and cor-
rectional officers. They are given authority within a certain purview, and 
for a limited time, and they will answer for what they have done with that 
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authority. They are those meant to judge, and with the measure they use, it 
will be measured to them.

one last aspect of the authority God grants is most significant. he 
knows our innate sinfulness, so he builds safeguards into the roles he has 
ordained. he counterbalances our fallen tendencies with powerful built-in 
limiters.

Parents need to judge in order to train up a child but God tempers 
that authority with love. is there any love quite like our love for our chil-
dren? Teachers generally teach because they want to make the world a better 
place. Civil leaders understand there are limits beyond which the populace 
will rebel. The ability of a churchgoer to leave a local body is a concern 
for church leaders. Most of the pastors i have known are judicious in their 
exercise of power. The uncertainty of what lies after death, including the 
expectation of judgment that God has built into our hearts, should make all 
leaders more cautious.

still, the stereotype of corrupt or uncaring judges persists. There are 
even examples in the bible. We’ve all heard of abusive parents, bullying 
teachers, and despotic rulers. We are, all of us, broken people. God is aware 
of this, even more than we are:

Can a mother forget the baby at her breast
and have no compassion on the child she has borne?

Though she may forget, I will not forget you!
See, I have engraved you on the palms of my hands;
your walls are ever before me. (isa 49:15–16).

God likens his love for us to the unconditional love of a mother for 
her child. Then, mid-thought, (as though heinous counterexamples come to 
mind) he seeks to reassure us that his love is even greater. Though she may 
forget, I will not forget you! he has engraved us on the palm of his hand like 
a foolish schoolgirl in the throes of puppy love. The walls he speaks of are 
the limitations we face because we are sinful creatures.

This tempering of authority, together with greater responsibility, is ex-
actly the reason leaders can judge but we shouldn’t judge peer-to-peer. We 
haven’t been given any counterbalances in relationships with equals other 
than civility, and as we see every day on the news, civility is most often the 
least potent of governors.

so, there are seven characteristics associated with proper judgment:
•	 The authority to judge is granted by God

•	 The authority carries an extra measure of responsibility.
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•	 The authority is limited by the definition of the role.

•	 The role is always vertical.

•	 The role is given to teach good judgment or to limit those who refuse 
to learn it.

•	 The authority is tempered to compensate for our innate sinfulness.

•	 We will be judged on how well we execute the authority we have been 
given (as well as the authority we usurp).

i haven’t come to these conclusions lightly, or on my own. i think they 
are clearly spelled out in the text of Jesus’ sermon and reinforced by the rest 
of the bible. once we consider whether God has granted the authority to 
judge, the prophets and apostles come into full agreement with Jesus.

Yet if i didn’t think the holy spirit was teaching me, i wouldn’t have 
ventured an opinion. but i do think and believe this very thing. early one 
morning, before anyone else woke up, my morning devotions again took me 
back to Matthew chapter 7. but this time the words came alive. i was struck 
by the thunderbolt of clarity i mentioned earlier. The verses opened up to 
reveal a new and coherent interpretation. There was an internal consistency 
throughout the whole chapter that i had not seen before! i began to under-
stand precisely what Jesus was saying.

Teaching us to not judge occupies nearly all of chapter 7; yet it is only 
part of the sermon. When combined with the two preceding chapters, it 
forms a cohesive instruction that is so revolutionary and foreign to us that 
we have never comprehended all of its meaning. We have selected nuggets 
from the sermon and attempted to live them out; love your enemies and pray 
for them or hunger and thirst after righteousness, but we have failed to see 
the cohesion within the sermon as a whole. noting the cohesion is key to a 
proper interpretation of the sermon.

We tend to think of Jesus’ teachings as many and varied and perhaps 
not even related to each other except in a general way. This is the major flaw 
in our thinking. he is not throwing out concept upon unrelated concept, 
hoping something will stick. Quite to the contrary, Jesus has carefully pre-
pared his message. it seems haphazard to us because we have mistaught so 
much of it.

There is a gestalt at work here; the whole is greater than the sum of 
the parts. Jesus logically builds a vision of how we should live, precept by 
precept, from start to finish. each thought is related to the one before it 
and the one after it. We have missed this because we have been taught in-
correctly and we have been taught incorrectly because previous expositors 
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approached the text with presuppositions that directed the meaning of the 
sermon toward what they thought it should mean.

Jesus taught by destroying the foundational beliefs his hearers had 
built their lives on and then immediately filled the void with a superior way 
of thinking and living. our task today is the same, but may be more difficult. 
We still quote as truth the very “foundational” ideas he sought to destroy 
because we don’t recognize the cohesion. Where Jesus tells us salt and light 
is love, we think that salt and light is speaking the truth in love. We quote 
him saying “be perfect as your heavenly Father is perfect” and regard it as 
a demand for obedience when what he really meant was that we’ve got no 
shot at being perfectly obedient so our best strategy is to love like our Father 
loves. so we must not only chip away at what Jesus chipped away, we must 
also chip away at our misunderstanding of what he chipped away (whew!).

after an overview of the sermon, we’ll begin chipping. as we begin to 
delve into Jesus’ original intent you may at first think me misguided. Please 
withhold judgment until we are finished. individual concepts may not make 
as much sense until the sermon is grasped as a whole.

When that happens, you’ll be as amazed as his original audience!
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The Sermon

The sermon on the Mount is Jesus’ earliest recorded address to a large 
gathering. he was thirty (or a little older) and he could feel the momentum 
of his ministry beginning to accelerate. he had turned water into wine. he 
had been dunked by the baptist and confirmed by both the Father and the 
spirit. he had followed the leading of the holy spirit and withstood the 
temptations of satan in the desert. he had called some of his disciples and 
was teaching in the synagogues and in the remote Galilean countryside.

These were the essential events in Jesus’ life to this point, but they 
weren’t what attracted the ever-increasing throngs. his growing reputation 
rested on his ability to heal the sick and cast out demons with the same 
authority with which he taught. The crowds were attracted to Jesus for the 
same reason we were first attracted to Jesus; we were intrigued by what he 
might do for us. but the sermon wasn’t about what he would do for us. 
instead, Jesus came to instruct us in what we should do for him, and for 
each other. The sermon was his call to action and his vision for the future.

on this particular day, the crowds had swelled to the point that he had 
to take extra care if he was to be heard. he climbed to a higher vantage point 
so his words could echo down to the audience gathered below. Jesus then 
delivered some of the most beautiful and poetic words ever spoken . . . and 
they still echo. Civilization as we know it changed because the early church 
took his words to heart and put them into practice.

The sermon starts in Matthew 5, but the narrative explaining how he 
got to the mountain begins at the end of chapter 4:
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News about him spread all over Syria,
and people brought to him all who were ill with various diseases,
those suffering severe pain, the demon-possessed,
those having seizures, and the paralyzed,
and he healed them.
Large crowds from Galilee, the Decapolis, Jerusalem, Judea,
and the region across the Jordan followed him.
Now when he saw the crowds, 
he went up on a mountainside and sat down.
His disciples came to him,
and he began to teach them,
saying: (Matt 4:23–25—5:1)

Jesus’ opening remarks (known as the beatitudes or blessings) should 
remind us of the commands his Father had given so many years before. 
Jesus spoke from the side of a mountain as his Father had spoken from 
the top of Mount sinai. Jesus gave a series of commands as enlightening as 
the Ten Commandments had been in that earlier age. lest you think the 
beatitudes were not commands, we will see later that Jesus referred to them 
in exactly that way.

The beatitudes split into two categories: statements about the pres-
ent and promises for the future. i had never noticed this distinction before, 
(and the commentaries ignore it) but it is both intentional and important. 
Jesus is beginning the greatest sermon ever recorded, one that could only be 
produced by a keen mind. i’m certain the verb-tense changes he makes are 
not grammatical errors.

The first beatitude is in the present tense and so i think of it as an as-
sertion about the present state of believers. as we will see, Jesus is not just 
talking about the present state of believers then, but also the present state of 
all believers of the age. This includes citizens of the kingdom of heaven today.

The rest of the beatitudes provide assurances for individual believers 
and for the future of Christianity. i think of them in this way because Jesus 
is saying that as believers we are blessed now because of something that will 
happen in the future. We are blessed in the present tense for reasons that are 
all in the future. how’s that for radical thought?

The beatitudes hold out hope to a wounded world. When we read 
them they are calming to the soul, even if we don’t fully understand their 
meanings. There is a rhythm and a cadence to these opening statements that 
i imagine translates equally well from language to language and dialect to 
dialect, because the words are divine.

There are also mental images each blessing produces in the hearer’s 
mind, and unlike the universality of the cadence, the images reverberate 
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through each individual’s psyche in a slightly different manner. Jesus doesn’t 
seem to be giving us precise rules in the beatitudes; they read more like po-
etry. if poems are word pictures, then Jesus offers an impressionist painting 
rather than a photograph. Just as beauty is in the eye of the beholder, so the 
beatitude is in the mind of the hearer. at least . . . that’s what i used to think.

We can begin to understand this sermon better by looking at the rules 
for effective communication. Jesus was a master communicator and even if 
he didn’t write the rules, he surely used them to our great advantage. The 
rules say

1. Grab people’s attention.

2. Tell them what you are going to tell them.

3. Tell them.

4. Tell them why you told them.

also, throw in a little humor, don’t talk too long, and end on a rousing 
and inspirational note. This is exactly what Jesus did. he succeeded spec-
tacularly (of course) at every turn. he grabs our attention, tells us what he 
is going to talk about, and then explains it all in the heart of the sermon. 
Finally, he tells us why it is important for us to know these things. The whole 
sermon lasted only fifteen minutes. Yet it is one of the longest sustained 
teaching sessions in the bible, and the longest public address from the 
mouth of Jesus.

The sermon is Jesus’ mission statement. he unfolds his plan for his 
earthly kingdom and his vision is for us to live a life of mission. The mission 
is the same as he gives us in other places. in the Great Commission he tells 
us to go and make disciples, in the sermon on the Mount he tells us how. in 
fact, the beatitudes are the seven-step process Jesus would prefer us to use 
to bring others to salvation. The early church was proficient in using this 
process because God had structured circumstances in such a way that they 
had no other good choices. early believers had no power so they had to live 
out the beatitudes.

Today we need this seven-step process like never before. Christianity 
has fallen from the great heights of power it once enjoyed, but we will see 
that that’s a good thing. i can’t help but believe that the loss of power is 
just what God wants. however, we needn’t confuse power with influence. 
Jesus wants us to influence the world. The commands we call the beatitudes 
are exactly the way he would have us influence the world—with or without 
power.
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The beatitudes are also particularly well suited as a means to reach 
the postmodernists we mentioned in the last chapter. They are suspicious 
of truth claims but open to the truth when lived consistently. The missing 
piece of the puzzle is for us to adjust our perception of what the sermon 
says to reality as we live it. Jesus goes into great depth and leaves us with no 
choice but to change the way we think about ourselves, for it isn’t our view 
of the bible that must change, but our view of ourselves. We are doing mis-
sion incorrectly and we have for over a hundred years. it isn’t a coincidence 
that our distortion of our mission dovetails with our loss of influence in 
postmodern society.

as we walk through the sermon verse-by-verse, our wayward ways 
will become apparent. it’s not that we don’t have a heart for the lost; it’s more 
that our hearts are deceitful. once we realize the interconnectedness of the 
themes within the sermon, the flow of Jesus’ thoughts will lead us to realize 
there is a better way.

i no longer see any ambiguity in Jesus’ words. The sermon is sophisti-
cated beyond a doctoral thesis in words suitable to the common man. Jesus 
unfolds his vision piece by piece, backtracking for clarity and repeating for 
emphasis, all the while leading us to an inescapable conclusion.

although we all recognize the sermon as a masterpiece, it is not what 
we have supposed it to be. The things i have been taught about it are often 
wrong or only partially correct. The scholars have missed seeing the message 
as a cohesive whole. They often miss the jests and always miss the gestalt.

Think about it. our pastors don’t speak on every subject that pops into 
their heads during a sermon. They have a plan. some use an outline and 
some write their message out word for word. Television shows are scripted. 
scholarly papers develop a premise. Why would we think Jesus to be an 
inferior thinker or an inferior communicator?

We haven’t completely understood Jesus because none of us is the bib-
lical scholar he surely is. at times, he speaks in a kind of bible code, refer-
encing passages his original audiences would have known better than we do. 
Today, with our new Testament emphasis, some of these references have be-
come obscured. This is where the computer has been invaluable to me. (i am 
indebted to blueletterbible.com.) i am not an expert, but when i searched 
the old Testament passages Jesus referred to, i began to understand what he 
was (and is) saying. We know there is unity to scripture and the sermon on 
the Mount is the culmination of many old Testament passages.

The logic Jesus used to build his argument should be the ultimate 
persuader for a new understanding. his structure is simple and elegant. 
Jesus intends for us to absorb it with wonder and growing excitement. The 
beatitudes were meant to grab his listener’s attention. (The first would have 
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rocked their world.) The body of the speech that followed explained and ex-
panded upon his opening remarks, and his summation was meant to inspire 
them, and us, to change the world.

Jesus spoke of a radical new way of life. after only a quarter of an 
hour his audience instinctively understood that they had heard true wisdom 
spoken with an authority that surpassed anything they had experienced. so 
let’s start there, at the end and look at their reaction to Jesus’ his words:

When Jesus had finished saying these things,
the crowds were amazed at his teaching,
because he taught as one who had authority,
and not as their teachers of the law (Matt 7:28–29)

Today we accept Jesus’ authority but we’ve lost our sense of amaze-
ment. The concepts within the sermon (at least as they have been taught 
to us) are staid and trite. We’ve twisted his words century by century until 
some of the ideas have become unrecognizable. Do not judge is one example. 
We also misinterpret meekness and righteousness. We misunderstand the 
profundity of mourning and the worth of proper persecution. We miss the 
quest behind mercy and the simplicity of peace. We’ve lost God’s take on our 
sinful lives—and especially his opinion of our distorted view of ourselves 
after salvation.

our misinterpretation comes partly because no one has ever spoken to 
us like this before. God’s thoughts are not our thoughts, even today. The ser-
mon, so simple, so beautiful, so profound, is nevertheless a hard teaching. 
if we are to follow Jesus, it will cost us. The cost may be the most enduring 
reason we have misunderstood the sermon. We love the beauty, we cherish 
the concepts insofar as we have understood them, but we think we have 
misheard the price. our modern interpretations are often a matter of hag-
gling the price downward.

Yet Jesus allows us to choose whether we will pay or not. he allows it 
because he wants more than our assent and more than a rote following of a 
set of rules. he wants us to pay the price he asks, gratefully and enthusiasti-
cally—to live out the sermon with all our heart and all our life. Jesus wants 
us to catch the spirit of his vision.

To do this, we must first comprehend it. This is our task in this book—
to look at the vision of Jesus line-by-line and sometimes even word-by-word. 
The words are plain. he means for us to understand his vision because he 
wants us to live it.

The crowds were amazed because Jesus didn’t teach what their teach-
ers of the law taught. he didn’t sound like their teachers of the law and he 
doesn’t sound like many of our present day teachers of the law. he was and 
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remains revolutionary. he tears down so many of the premises we hold dear 
while deeply expanding our understanding of the things he doesn’t destroy.

We have lost some of the revolutionary aspects of Jesus’ teaching in the 
mists of time and a less than stellar understanding of the old Testament. We 
have removed some of the radicalism, more of it than we have retained. We 
have explained away his forceful message under the cover of our newer yet 
very old traditions. he probably saw it coming.

We can’t mesh our thoughts and ways with the thoughts and ways Jesus 
demands we consider. our precarious reality doesn’t fit with the kingdom he 
calls us to inhabit. The kingdom is foreign to us and so we determine Jesus 
must have meant something else. because we so discount Jesus’ instructions 
we are left with a crippled Christianity and a breached kingdom. We often 
assent to a mutual churchy reality that doesn’t connect with the reality of 
the unsaved world around us and so we don’t see that sometimes they have 
it right and we’re the ones who have gotten it wrong. They have assimilated 
parts of this message better than we have. This is because unbelievers can 
only view the world as God established it. Whether or not they acknowledge 
God has no effect on what they see.

believers look for something else, something unseen. We call it faith. 
We understand that things work on a level beyond the apparent. This faith 
begins with faith in Jesus but soon becomes more (or should we say less). it 
morphs into faith in certain teachings of the church, which can be inferred 
from a bible that never spells them out. This is fine provided our inferences 
are correct.

because the bible is so large and our capacity for learning is greater 
than our ability to systematize such a complex work, we learn a set of as-
sumptions about what the bible means long before we become familiar with 
the words themselves. This can lead to reading the words with presupposi-
tions unintended by the original writers. i believe this is what happened 
to the sermon on the Mount. The misconceptions we apply have hurt our 
testimony and damaged our influence. as we have moved further from the 
lessons Jesus means us to live out, the damage has accelerated.

Two hundred years ago unbelief was regarded as almost a character 
flaw, and unbelievers were likely to keep their unbelief to themselves. one 
hundred years ago the world around us still shared the moral views of the 
church. some people even joined churches for the prestige and economic 
advantage membership afforded them. Fifty years ago the outsider’s view of 
the church was still generally favorable. in fact, unregenerate members (as 
the unsaved infiltrated) were seen as a major problem facing the body. 

Today Christians are thought of as irrational and controlling, unloving 
and unkind, and superior in our own minds. remember; the vast majority 
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of unbelievers under the age of thirty see us as hypocritical and judgmental. 
The world’s distrust of Christ’s body is directly proportional to the suffering 
we impose. That distrust is increasing.

if we explain away the things Jesus tells us and distort the principles by 
which he calls us to live, we are asking for trouble. These very rationaliza-
tions and distortions are exactly what the world sees with such great clarity; 
and this is the trouble with Christians.
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